An attempt to isolate genes responsible for spontaneous and experimental metastasis in the mouse model.
Cancer develops and progresses as genetic alterations occur subsequently. Onset process of cancer has become well understood in some types of cancer, such as colorectal cancers. In this process, responsible alterations were identified in numbers of oncogenes such as k-ras, and tumor suppressor genes such as p53, as Vogelstein proposed earlier in the multistage carcinogenesis theory. In contrast, our understanding remains short to draw such an adequate diagram for the process during which cancer becomes more malignant, i.e., metastatic. To examine the molecular basis for this progression step, mouse metastasis models have been established where tumor cell lines are inoculated into mice and metastasize to specific organs. The model using B16 melanoma cells is one of the most developed. BL6 subline, one of the most metastatic, was obtained from F10 subline simply through six rounds of in vitro selection. Nonetheless, BL6 cells metastasize lungs much more heavily than F10 cells when injected subcutaneously. The difference in gene expression between the two sublines is considered rather small but relevant for spontaneous metastasis. We began our research by elaborating a method for the construction of subtracted cDNA libraries, and made it applicable to BL6 and F10 cells. As a result, we were able to isolate a couple of genes that were expressed differently between the two sublines. As might be expected, each of the genes appeared to play a role more or less in distinct aspects of spontaneous metastasis of B16 melanoma cells. Moreover, similar roles were expected for the genes in the process by which human melanoma cells metastasize.